Computable analysis provides a standard notion of computability for continuous functions on the real numbers. This notion was first explicitly formulated and studied by Lacombe and Grzegorczyk in the 1950's, although it can be traced back to Turing and beyond that to Brouwer. However, a satisfactory notion of the degrees of unsolvability of continuous functions has only recently been introduced. While the Turing degrees measure the effective content of sets and functions over N, we have proved that they are not sufficient to capture
manner in which computable numbers are associated with computable sequences, the totality of computable numbers being left unaltered" [10] . He noted that the non-uniformity of decimal representation at rational numbers with finite decimal expansions made it unsuitable for the study of computable functions on the real numbers. In particular, the function x → 3x is not induced by any computable functional on decimal (or binary) expansions. To fix this problem, Turing suggested an alternative representation of the real numbers. This representation, for which he credited Brouwer, is suitable for studying computable functions on the real numbers, although he did not do so.
Our choice of representation differs from Turing's, but it is equivalent in the sense of Kreitz and Weihrauch [2] ; in particular, they induce the same computable structure on R.
We take a representation of a real number x ∈ R to be any sequence of rational intervals {I n } n∈N such that n∈N I n = {x}. By coding rational intervals with natural numbers, we can view a representation as an element of N N , hence it has a Turing degree. It is well known that every real x ∈ R has a representation of least Turing degree. Furthermore, this degree is exactly the Turing degree of the binary (or decimal) expansion of x. Hence, the Turing degrees are quite sufficient to measure the effective content of real numbers. We not only answer Pour-El and Lempp's question in the negative, but in doing so, we introduce a natural degree structure that captures the complexity of the continuous functions. On the other hand, the continuous degrees embed into the enumeration degrees, a degree structure from classical computability theory that captures the difficulty of enumerating sets of natural numbers [6] . A function f ∈ C[0, 1] has total degree iff it has a least Turing degree representation. It is not hard to show that every continuous degree contains an element of
C[0, 1] (hence the name). Call a continuous degree that corresponds to a Turing degree total.
Therefore, proving the existence of a non-total continuous degree gives a negative answer to Pour-El and Lempp's question. it is the field of (standard initial segments of) sets arithmetically definable in some complete extension of Peano arithmetic [7] .
These notions allow us to pinpoint exactly where non-total continuous degrees appear relative to the Turing degrees. There is a non-total degree between total degrees a < b iff b is a PA degree relative to a. Furthermore, the collection I v of Turing degrees below a non-total continuous degree v is a Scott ideal and every Scott ideal is represented in this way. In fact, if I is a Scott ideal, then there are 2 ℵ 0 pairwise incomparable continuous
